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Cosmic rays: are high-energy radiation, 
mainly originating outside the Solar System, 
composed primarily of high-energy protons 
and atomic nuclei.

Hess on 1912



Ultra-high energy 
cosmic rays 
(UHECRs): cosmic ray 
particles with a 
kinetic energy 
greater than 1018 eV, 
far beyond both the 
rest mass and 
energies typical of 
other cosmic ray 
particles. Their origin 
is still un known



Detection of 
UHECR through 

Extensive Air 
Shower (EAS)



Experiment for UHECRs I: Pierre Auger Observatory 
in Southern Hemisphere



Experiment for UHECRs II: Telescope Array 
in Northern Hemisphere



Issues of UHECRs to be addressed

- energy spectrum ?

- composition ?

- arrival direction ?

or correlation with astronomical objects ?

 sources of UHECRs ?

related



“Hotspot” in TA events

“… a cluster of events, hotspot, … using 20º radius circles.”

“The hotspot has a Li-Ma statistical significance of 5.1σ…”

“The probability … by chance in an isotropic cosmic-ray sky, 
is estimated to be 3.7 ×10−4 (3.4σ).”

TA 2014

72 events



Star

Magnetar ~ 1013 - 1015 G

Neutron star ~ 1011 - 1013 G

White dwarf ~ 106 G

Ap/Bp star ~ 103 G

Normal star ~ 1 G

Molecular cloud ~ 10-3 G

Interstellar medium ~ several x10-6 G

Cluster of galaxies ~ a few x 10-6 G

Filament of galaxies ~ 10-10 G (?)

Void ~ 10-16 – 10-14 G (?)

Early universe ~ 10-20 G (?)

Planck mass monopole ~ 1055 G

larger 
scale

stronger 
field

Magnetic field is ubiquitous in the Universe!

intergalactic magnetic field



clusters of

galaxies:

B ~ a few μG

filaments of

galaxies:

B ~ 10 nG

void regions:

B >~10-16 - 10-14 G
100 h-1 Mpc

5x108 light-years

distribution of cosmological shocks

The universe is magnetized!



Magnetic fields in galaxy clusters appears in observations

Faraday 
rotation 
measure

Hydra North

Vogt & Ensslin (2005)

CIZA J2242.8+5301 
Sausage relic

(van Weeren et al 2010)

Coma cluster
Relic halo

(Shea Brown)



Clusters of galaxies – numbers and energetics

density of baryonic matter 2 3~ 10 cmn  

gas temperature
8~ 10 KT

magnetic fields ~ a few GB 

flow velocity
2~ several 10  km/s 

gas kinetic energy

gas thermal energy
10 3

thermal ~ 10 erg/cmE 

11 3

kinetic ~ 10 erg/cmE 

magnetic energy 12 3

magnetic ~ 10 erg/cmE 



Magnetic fields in filaments of galaxies 

Mao et al (2010), Stil et al (2011)

 extragalactic contribution of ~6 rad/m2

north galactic pole south galactic pole

Schnitzeler et al (2010)

mostly due to magnetic fields in filaments of galaxies 

 B ~ 10 nG (needs to be further confirmed)

faraday rotation measure



Filaments of galaxies – numbers and energetics

density of baryonic matter
5 3~ 10 cmn  

gas temperature
6~ 10 KT

magnetic fields ~ 10 nG B

flow velocity
2~ a few 10  km/s 

gas thermal energy
15 3

thermal ~ 10 erg/cmE 

gas kinetic energy
14 3

kinetic ~ 10 erg/cmE 

magnetic energy
17 3

magnetic ~ 10 erg/cmE 



Magnetic fields in voids

strong γ-ray 
source such 

as AGNs

CMB 
photon

γ

pair 
production

e+

e-

γ secondary 
γ-ray 

photon from 
extra-galactic 

source
inverse-
Compton

absence of
γ-ray halo

B >~ 10-16 G

 B <~ 10-9 G

limits from CMB

(physics still uncertain)



Void regions – numbers and energetics

density of baryonic matter
-7 3~ 10 cmn 

gas temperature 4~ 10 KT

magnetic fields
16 14~ 10 10  GB   

flow velocity
2~ 10  km/s

gas thermal energy
19 3

thermal ~ 10 erg/cmE 

gas kinetic energy
17 3

kinetic ~ 10 erg/cmE 

magnetic energy
33 -29 3

magnetic ~ 10  - 10  erg/cmE 



distribution of the 
intergalactic magnetic 
field in a (~100 h-1 Mpc)3

box

 reproduce magnetic 
fields in clusters (~ a few 
μG) and filaments (~ 10 
nG)

Magnetic fields in the large-scale structure from simulation

magnetized cosmic web

10-12 G 10-5 G10-8.5 G
(Ryu, Kang, Cho & Das 2008)



UHECRs, if produced inside clusters, are 
confined in them, and then escape toward 
open field, possibly to filaments.

Larmor radius:
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observer

cluster of galaxies

filament of galaxies

void

trajectory of UHECRs

direction of magnetic fields

galaxies

source of UHECRs

Trajectories of UHECRs through the IGMF

During moving along 
filaments, UHECRS can be 
deflected towards us!

(Blasi & Olinto 1990)



Source of UHECRs

Directions of 
observed UHECR 
events

Observer

UHECR events 
and filaments 
of galaxies are 
expected to 
be correlated!



72 TA events with ≥ 57 EeV and galaxies with v ≤ 3500 km/s

(or d ≤ 35 h-1 Mpc) from HyperLEDA in equatorial coordinates

Are there filaments around the area of hotspot events 
and are they correlated to hot spot events ?



Zoom-up around the hotspot region:

correlation between 72 TA events and three filaments?



Virgo A, a radio galaxy, 
as sources of UHECRs ? 
shock acceleration or 
turbulent acceleration
 OK for Fe, not for p ?

Virgo A (M87)Centaurus A



(Kang, Ryu, & Jones 1996)

- Shocks around clusters 
of galaxies

- Maximum energy for       
tage ~ 1010 years according 
to DSA theory

Emax = 5 x 1019 eV x Z   
(Vs / 2000 km/s)2 Bμ

Bμ = in units of mG

- Limited by loss 

Emax ~ 1019 Z  eV

OK for Fe, not for p ?

- For proton with 1020 eV, 
need something else, 
such as adiabatic 
compression, further 
acceleration at internal 
shocks, and etc

Temperature Velocity in x-y

shock

Cluster shocks as sources of UHECRs (?)



Galactic B

- disk: several μG

- halo: < ~ 1 μG ?

intergalactic B

- clusters: a few μG

- filaments: ~ 10 nG

- voids: ~ 10-16 -10-14 G

Milky Way

source

observer

intergalactic space

Deflection of UHECRs due to intergalactic and 
galactic magnetic fields



Deflection due to the galactic magnetic field 

(Takami & Sato 2008)

- Deflection of ~60 EeV proton events due to the GMF: ~ a few to 
several degree, comparable (or somewhat larger than) the maximum 
correlation angle between the TA hotspot events and local filaments!

- Deflection of heavier UHECR events: more than tens degree!



Thank you !


